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Abstract

The conventional phase II trial design paradigm is to make the go/no-go decision based

on the hypothesis testing framework. Statistical significance itself alone, however, may not

be sufficient to establish that the drug is clinically effective enough to warrant confirmatory

phase III trials. We propose the Bayesian optimal phase II trial design with dual-criterion

decision making (BOP2-DC), which incorporates both statistical significance and clinical

relevance into decision making. Based on the posterior probability that the treatment effect

reaches the lower reference value (statistical significance) and the clinically meaningful value

(clinical significance), BOP2-DC allows for go/consider/no-go decisions, rather than a binary

go/no-go decision, and it is optimized to maximize the probability of a go decision when the

treatment is effective or minimize the sample size when the treatment is futile. BOP2-DC

is highly flexible and accommodates various types of endpoints, including binary, continu-

ous, time-to-event, multiple, and co-primary endpoints, in single-arm and randomized trials.

Simulation studies show that the BOP2-DC design yields desirable operating characteristics.

The software to implement BOP2-DC is freely available at www.trialdesign.org.

KEY WORDS: Bayesian adaptive design, phase II trials, go/consider/no-go decision, optimal

design.
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1 Introduction

The primary objective of phase II or proof-of-concept trials is to evaluate the efficacy of the

investigational drug and make a go/no-go decision on whether the drug warrants further

development. The conventional paradigm is to make the go/no-go decision based on the

hypothesis testing framework with the null hypothesis that the drug is ineffective compared

to a historical or concurrent control. That is, making a go decision if the efficacy reaches

statistical significance; otherwise making a no-go decision. An example is Simon’s optimal

two stage design (1989), which minimizes the expected or maximum sample size under the

null hypothesis, while controlling the type I and type II error rates.

Statistical significance alone, however, may not be sufficient to establish that a drug is

sufficiently clinically effective to warrant confirmatory phase III trials. It is well known that

a statistically significant efficacy improvement may be too small to be considered clinically

significant, for example, when the sample size is large or the inter-subject variability is small.

Conversely, a clinically significant improvement may not reach a statistical significance, for

example, when the study is underpowered. To address this issue, the dual-criterion decision-

making framework was developed to take both statistical significance and clinical relevance

into consideration. Sargent et al. (2001) introduced the additional uncertainty region in

decision-making in phase II trials. Fisch et al. (2014) proposed a Bayesian proof-of-concept

design that evaluates both evidence of significance and evidence of relevance in efficacy

and discussed the three possible outcomes (i.e., go/indeterminate/stop) in decision-making.

Frewer et al. (2016) proposed a frequentist decision-making framework by comparing the

boundaries of confidence interval of estimators for treatment effect with two-level target

product profiles. Kirby et al. (2017) compared five decision-making approaches for clinical

efficacy including hypothesis testing and single and dual-criterion decision-making. Bertsche

et al. (2017) optimized proof-of-concept design based on the use of historical information

for time-to-event endpoints. Dunyak et al. (2017) integrated the dose estimation into a
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dual-criterion decision-making framework. Pulkstenis et al. (2017) and Quan et al. (2020)

discussed the impact of sample size in different choices of target product profiles and decision-

making thresholds for binary and continuous endpoints.

We develop the Bayesian optimal phase II trial design with dual-criterion decision mak-

ing (BOP2-DC) with several new contributions. First, BOP2-DC is highly flexible and can

handle various types of endpoints, including binary, continuous and time-to-event endpoints,

as well as multiple and co-primary endpoints. In contrast, most existing due-criterion de-

signs focus on a single binary endpoint. Second, BOP2-DC provides a rigorous and coherent

approach to optimize design parameters to ensure that the design has desirable operating

characteristics (e.g., control the false go rate and optimize the correct go rate), whereas

most existing publications provide little guidance on choosing design parameters. Third,

BOP2-DC accommodates both single-arm and randomized trials. Lastly, we develop a web

app with a graphical user interface available on www.trialdesign.org that allows investi-

gators to apply BOP2-DC in practice, which includes generating decision tables, operating

characteristics of the design, and a protocol template.

BOP2-DC is an extension of the Bayesian optimal phase II (BOP2) design (Zhou et

al., 2017), a flexible phase II design that handles various types of endpoints. BOP2 takes a

binary-decision framework and recommends go/no-go decision, with software freely available

on www.trialdesign.org. BOP2 has been increasingly in practice. At MD Anderson Can-

cer Center, over 40 ongoing trials use BOP2, and to our knowledge, many pharmaceutical

companies employed BOP2. One most common query we have received from practitioners,

particularly from industry biostatisticians, is that whether BOP2 can be extended to the

dual-criterion decision-making framework to take both statistical significance and clinical

relevance into consideration. By allowing “consider” decision, investigators can make the

final go/no-go decision (i.e., phase III trials) based on the totality of the data (efficacy,

safety, and PK and PD biomarkers). Such flexibility is highly desirable in practice because
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the decision of whether proceed to phase III trial often depends on various considerations,

not merely the primary endpoint. As shown below, the extension of BOP2 to BOP2-DC is

not trivial. It requires new statistical considerations on decision rules and design parameter

optimization.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our prob-

ability models and the decision-making algorithm for single-arm and randomized studies.

In Section 3, we evaluate the operating characteristics of BOP2-DC using simulations. We

conclude with a brief discussion in Section 4.

2 Single-arm study

2.1 Probability model

Consider a phase II trial with Y as the primary endpoint, which can be a binary, continuous,

or time-to-event endpoint. In trials involving multiple endpoints or co-primary endpoints,

Y is a vector including multiple primary endpoints, as described later. Let n denote the

interim sample size and θ generically denote the treatment effect, which could be a scalar

or vector. In what follows, we describe the statistical model and posterior inference of θ for

each type of endpoint.

2.1.1 Binary endpoint

A typical example of binary endpoints for phase II trials is tumor response rate, with θ

representing the objective response rate (ORR). Let Y denote the number of patients with

response among n patients. We assume a beta-binomial model

Y ∼ Binomial(θ)

θ ∼ Beta(a1, b1),
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where a1 and b1 are hyperparameters. Typically, we set a1 and b1 small values (e.g., a1 =

b1 = 0.1) so that the resulting prior is vague with a prior effective sample size of a1 + b1.

The posterior distribution of θ is given by

θ|X ∼ Beta(a1 + Y, b1 + n− Y ).

2.1.2 Continuous endpoint

Examples of continuous (or approximately continuous) endpoints include pharmacokinet-

ics/pharmacodynamics outcomes, expression of biomarkers, and quality of life. Let Yi denote

the endpoint for the ith patient. We assume that

Y1, ..., Yn
i.i.d∼ N(θ, σ2),

where θ is the mean treatment effect, and σ2 is the variance. We assign (θ, σ2) a normal-

inverse-gamma prior

θ|σ2 ∼ N(θ0,
σ2

n0

), σ2 ∼ IG(a2, b2),

where IG(·) denotes an inverse gamma distribution, and θ0, n0, a2 and b2 are hyperparam-

eters. The posterior distribution for (θ, σ2) is

θ|σ2, Y1, ..., Yn ∼ N(
nȲ + n0θ0
n+ n0

,
σ2

n+ n0

)

σ2|Y1, ..., Yn ∼ IG(a2 +
n

2
, b2 +

1

2

n∑
i=1

(Yi − Ȳ )2 +
1

2( 1
n

+ 1
n0

)
(Ȳ − θ0)2),

where Ȳ =
∑n

i=1 Yi. In most applications, it is desirable to use a vague prior to limit

the influence of the prior on the posterior of θ by setting n0, a and b at small values, e.g.,

n0 = 10−3 and a = b = 10−6. For θ0, we can set it at the best prior estimate of θ. Accurate

specification of θ0 is not critical when n0 is small, as n0 represents the prior effective sample

size. When there is reliable prior information, we can set n0 at an appropriate value to

incorporate the prior information. For example, setting n0 = 10 means that the prior

information is equivalent to 10 patients.
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2.1.3 Time-to-event endpoint

Commonly used time-to-event endpoints include progression-free survival (PFS) and overall

survival (OS). Let Yi denote the event time, Ui is the censoring time, and define the observed

time Ti = min(Yi, Ui) and the censoring indicator δi = I(Yi > Ui), for the ith patient. Let θ

denote the median PFS or OS, and define θ̃ = θ/ln(2). We assume the following exponential-

inverse-gamma model:

Yi ∼ Exp(θ̃)

θ̃ ∼ IG(a3, b3).

We set hyperparameters a3 and b3 at small values (e.g., a3 = b3 = 10−6) to obtain a vague

prior. The posterior distribution of θ̃ is given by

θ̃|Y1, ..., Yn ∼ IG(γ + n−
n∑
i=1

δi, β +
N∑
i=1

Ti).

Accordingly, the posterior of θ is

θ|Y1, ..., Yn ∼ IG(γ + n−
n∑
i=1

δi, (β +
N∑
i=1

Ti)ln(2)).

The assumption that Yi follows an exponential distribution is strong, however, numerical

studies show that, for the purpose of futility monitoring, the performance of this probability

model is remarkably robust to the violation of this assumption (Thall et al. 2005 , Zhou et

al. 2020).

2.1.4 Multiple and co-primary endpoints

Following the terminology of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance (2017),

we use multiple endpoints to denote the case that demonstration of a treatment effect on at

least one of several primary endpoints is sufficient to establish clinical benefit, and co-primary

endpoints to denote the case that demonstration of treatment effects on all endpoints is

necessary to establish clinical benefit. An example of multiple points is a phase II endometrial
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cancer trial reported by Moore et al. (2015), where Y1 is the ORR and Y2 is an indicator of

6-month event-free survival (EFS6). The treatment is regarded clinically beneficial if either

of the endpoints is reached. An example of co-primary endpoints is a trial jointly monitoring

safety and efficacy, where Y1 is a binary safety endpoint, and Y2 is a binary efficacy endpoint.

Establishing clinical benefit of the treatment requires that both safety and efficacy endpoints

are reached. For ease of exposition, we focus on the case that multiple endpoints or co-

primary endpoints Y consist of two categorical endpoints, i.e., Y = (Y1, Y2), where Y1 and

Y2 are categorical variables with R and Q categories, respectively. Extension to more than

two categorical endpoints is straightforward.

The joint distribution of (Y1, Y2) can be represented by a categorical variable Z with

K = R × Q categories. For example, when Y1 and Y2 are binary response and toxicity

endpoints, respectively, Z has K = 4 categories: (response, toxicity), (response, no toxicity),

(no response, toxicity), and (no response, no toxicity). Let Xk denote the number of patients

with Z being in the kth category, and define X = (X1, · · · , XK). We model Z using a

multinomial-Dirichlet model:

X ∼ Multinomial(p1, ..., pK)

p1, p2, ..., pK ∼ Dirichlet(α1, ..., αK),

where pk denotes the probability of Z being in the kth category, and α1, ..., αK are hyperpa-

rameters. The posterior of p = (p1, p2, ..., pK) is

p|X ∼ Dirichlet(α1 +X1, α2 +X2, ..., αK +XK).

As
∑K

k=1 αk represents the prior effective sample size, we set αk’s at small values, e.g., with∑K
k=1 αk = 1, to obtain a vague prior.

For multiple and co-primary endpoints, the parameter of clinical interest typically is

not p, but a linear combination of p. For example, when the multiple endpoints are ORR

and EFS6, p1, ..., p4 are the probabilities of a patient belonging to four possible categories:
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(response, EFS6), (response, not EFS6), (no response, EFS6), and (no response, not EFS6).

The efficacy parameter of clinical interest is θ = (θ1, θ2), where θ1 = p1 + p2 is ORR, and

θ2 = p1+p3 is EFS6. In the case with toxicity and response as co-primary endpoints, p1, ..., p4

are the probabilities of a patient belonging to four possible categories: (response, toxicity),

(response, no toxicity), (no response, toxicity), and (no response, no toxicity). The efficacy

parameter of clinical interest is θ = (θ1, θ2), where θ1 = p1 + p2 is ORR, and θ2 = p1 + p3

is the toxicity rate. The inference of θ is facilitated by the following distribution property

(Zhou et al., 2017). Let θj = bjp
T denote a linear combination of p, where bj is a 1 × K

vector with elements of 0 and 1. The posterior distribution of θj is

θj|X ∼ Beta(bi(α+X), (1− bi)(α+X)).

2.2 Dual-criterion decision rule

The dual-criterion decision-making framework is based on the comparison of θ with multi-

level target product profiles. Let θLRV be the lower reference value and θCMV be the clinically

meaningful value. In single-arm trials, θLRV could denote the treatment effect of a historical

control, while θCMV could denote the minimal clinically meaningful treatment effect. The

value of θLRV and θCMV are prespecified and determined by trialists based on clinical consid-

erations and market expectations. The new treatment is considered statistically effective if it

shows high posterior probability that θ > θLRV , and it is considered clinically superior when

it shows moderate posterior probability that θ > θCMV . The interim and final decisions are

made based on these two criteria. In what follows, we first describe the decision rule at the

end of the trial, followed by the decision rule at the interims.

Let λ
LRV

and λ
CMV

denote probability cutoffs. At the end of the trial, we make one of

three mutually exclusive decisions based on the following Bayesian posterior probability rule.

• Go decision is made if P (θ > θLRV |data) > λ
LRV

and P (θ > θCMV |data) > λ
CMV

.

• No-go decision is made if P (θ > θLRV |data) < λ
LRV

and P (θ > θCMV |data) < λ
CMV

.
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• Consider decision is made otherwise.

Where go decision means that the drug is effective both statistically and clinically, and it

warrants moving to the next stage of development; no-go decision means that the drug fails

to show efficacy either statistically or clinically, and it should be terminated; and consider

decision means that the drug shows efficacy either statistically or clinically, but not both,

and the final decision whether the drug warrants further development should be made based

on other considerations (e.g., other endpoints, and totality of the data). The procedure to

determine the probabilities cutoffs λ
LRV

and λ
CMV

will be discussed in the next section.

Unlike at the end of the trial, the decision at interims is often binary: continue the study

or stop for futility. Let N denote the maximum sample size of the trial. We propose the

following decision rule to make interim decisions.

• No-go decision is made if P (θ > θLRV |data) < λ
LRV

( n
N

)γLRV and P (θ > θCMV |data) <

λ
CMV

( n
N

)γCMV .

• Continue decision is made otherwise.

Where γ
LRV

and γ
CMV

are tuning parameters that allow the probability cutoffs to adaptively

vary with the fraction of information at the interim (i.e., n/N). Zhou et al. (2017) showed

that such information-dependent cutoffs improve the operating characteristics of the design.

The above decision rule says that we should stop the trial for futility if the drug fails to show

efficacy either statistically or clinically; otherwise continue the trial to the next interim or

the completion of the trial.

Some remarks are warranted. First, the interim no-go decision rule is consistent and

seamlessly merges with the no-go decision rule used at the end of the trial, noting that

n/N = 1 at the end of the trial. Second, we consider the binary decisions (continue/no-go) for

interim, but it is not required by our design. If needed, the three decisions (go/consider/no-

go) can also be used for interims. Lastly, we do not consider superiority stopping at the
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interim. The reason is that in phase II proof-of-concept trials, even if positive signals are

observed, we often prefer continuing the study to collect more data, rather than stopping it.

However, when appropriate, we can incorporate the superiority stopping by employing the

three decisions rule described previously, but changing go decision to graduate decision (i.e.,

superiority stopping) and consider decision to continue decision.

The decision-making strategy for multiple endpoints is built upon that for each of the

endpoints involved. In the following, we use ORR and EFS6 as an example of multiple

endpoints to illustrate the strategy (see Figure 1).

1. At each of the interims, apply the interim decision rule described previously to ORR

and EFS6 independently, and make the continue/no-go decision as follows.

• No-go decision is made if the decision for ORR and EFS6 are both no-go.

• Continue decision is made otherwise.

2. At the end of the trial, apply the end-of-trial decision rule described previously to ORR

and EFS6 independently, and make the go/consider/no-go decision as follows.

• Go decision is made if the decision for ORR or EFS6 is go.

• No-go decision is made if the decisions for ORR and EFS6 are both no-go.

• Consider decision is made otherwise.

Similarly, the decision-making strategy for co-primary endpoints is also built upon that

for each of the endpoints involved. We use toxicity rate (TR) and ORR as an example of

co-primary endpoints to illustrate the strategy (see Figure 2), described as follows.

1. At each of interims, apply the interim decision rule to TR and ORR independently,

and make trial continue/no-go decision as follows.

• No-go decision is made if the decisions for TR or ORR is no-go.
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• Continue decision is made otherwise.

2. At the end of the trial, apply the end-of-trial decision rule to TR and ORR indepen-

dently, and make trial go/consider/no-go decision as follows.

• Go decision is made if the decisions for TR and ORR are both go.

• No-go decision is made if the decision for TR or ORR is no-go.

• Consider decision is made otherwise.

The strategy of combining the decisions from individual endpoints is not unique, and it

should be tailored to the application. For example, when the decision of ORR is consider

and the decision of EFS6 is no-go, in some trials, we may prefer the decision of no-go, rather

than consider.

2.3 Optimization of design parameters

This section discusses how to determine the design parameters of BOP2-DC, i.e., λ
LRV

, λ
CMV

,

γ
LRV

, and γ
CMV

. Let θfutile denote the treatment effect deemed futile, and θeff denote the

target treatment effect. We define the following four performance metrics

• False go rate (FGR) = P (go|θ = θfutile) is defined as the probability of making a go

decision when the treatment is futile.

• False no-go rate (FNGR) = P (no go|θ = θeff ) is defined as the probability of making

a no-go decision when the treatment is effective.

• Correct go rate (CGR) = P (go|θ = θeff ) is defined as the probability of making a go

decision when the treatment is effective.

• False consider rate (FCR) = max{P (consider|θ = θfutile), P (consider|θ = θeff )} is

defined as the probability of making a consider decision when the treatment is either

futile or effective.
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FGR, FNGR, and CGR are analogous to type I error, type II error, and power in the

hypothesis testing framework with binary decisions. As we here allow three decisions, unlike

power = 1-type II error, FNGR is not equal to 1-CGR in most cases. FCR is unique for the

dual-criterion decision-making framework. In practice, it is desirable to set an upper limit

for FCR because a consider decision after trials is not preferable. θfutile and θeff should

be prespecified based on clinical utility. In practice, θfutile could be taken as θ
LRV

, but not

necessary, and θeff should be larger than or equal to θ
CMV

.

We propose two algorithms to choose design parameters λ
LRV

, λ
CMV

, γ
LRV

, and γ
CMV

:

(i) given the maximum sample size N , we maximize CGR while controlling FGR and FNGR

at a prespecified levels, referred to as optimal design; and (ii) we minimize the expected

sample size when experimental treatment is futile while controlling FGR and FNGR at a

prespecified levels, referred to as minN design. The optimization can be done using a grid

search. In general, we may consider λ
LRV
∈ [0.5, 0.99], λ

CMV
∈ [0.01, 0.5]. γ

LRV
and γ

CMV

are chosen within [0, 1] in order to avoid early decision boundaries that are too restrictive.

Further clinical information may be helpful to refine the range of the search grid to speed

up the search.

2.4 Randomized controlled trials

The proposed methodology is readily extended to randomized controlled trials (RCT). Let

θE and θC denote the treatment effect (e.g., response rate, mean biomarker level, or median

survival) for the experimental arm and the control arm, respectively. As subjects randomized

to the treatment arm and the control arm are independent, the Bayesian models described

previously can be applied to each of the arms independently to obtain the posterior distri-

butions of θE and θC . Define θ = θE − θC to represent the treatment effect improvement

of the experimental arm on the control arm. Let θLRV be the lower reference value of θ,

representing the tolerance of treatment effect difference, and θCMV represent the minimal
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clinically meaningful treatment effect improvement. The Bayesian dual-criterion decision

rule described in Section 2.2 can be directly used to make the interim “continue/no-go”

decisions and final “go/consider/no-go” decisions based on the posterior probability of θ.

In some RCT, it may be desirable to consider both futility and superiority stopping at

interims. In this case, we only need to modify the interim decision rule as follows.

• Graduate decision is made if P (θ > θLRV |data) > 2Φ(Z 1+λ
LRV
2

/
√

n
N

) − 1 and P (θ >

θCMV |data) > 2Φ(Z 1+λ
CMV
2

/
√

n
N

)− 1.

• No-go decision is made if P (θ > θLRV |data) < λ
LRV

( n
N

)γLRV and P (θ > θCMV |data) <

λ
CMV

( n
N

)γCMV .

• Continue decision is made otherwise.

Where Φ(·) is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution, and Zq

denotes the q percentile of the standard normal distribution. The probability cutoffs in

the graduate decision rule are chosen to be consistent with the widely used O’Brien-Fleming

boundary. The same optimization procedure described in Section 2.3 can be used to optimize

the design parameters that appeared in the decision rule (e.g., λ
LRV

, λ
CMV

, γ
LRV

, and γ
CMV

).

3 Simulation

3.1 Single-arm trials

3.1.1 Setup

We evaluated the operating characteristics of the BOP2-DC design using simulations. We

performed 10,000 simulated trials for a binary endpoint, continuous endpoint, time-to-event

endpoint, multiple endpoints, and co-primary endpoints (i.e., toxicity and efficacy) with

different scenarios. We assumed the maximum sample size in each simulated trial is N = 40,

and performed three interim analyses when the sample size reached 10, 20 and 30. We

compared the operating characteristics of the BOP2-DC design with those of the original
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BOP2 design (Zhou et al., 2017), which was based on the binary decision framework. Of

note, the primary objective of this comparison is to delineate the difference between the

two frameworks, rather than showing that one framework is superior to the other. This is

because it is difficult, if not impossible, to make fair comparison between the two designs,

as the performance metrics for the binary-decision-based BOP2, including type I error and

power, are not well defined in the dual-criteria-based (or trinary-decision-based) BOP2-DC.

To make the comparison more interpretable, we calibrated the BOP2 design by controlling

FGR (type I error) at 10% and the BOP2-DC designs by controlling FGR at 5%, FNGR at

10% and setting the upper limit of FCR as 20%. The reason we used a lower FGR for BOP2-

DC is that in the BOP2 design, a false go decision is the only incorrect decision that could

be made under the null hypothesis, while under the BOP2-DC designs, incorrect decisions

under the null hypothesis can be caused by either false go decision or false consider decision.

3.1.2 Results

Table 1 shows the operating characteristics of BOP2-DC (including optimal and minN de-

signs) and BOP2 in a single-arm trial for a binary/continuous/time-to-event endpoint. In

scenarios 1-3, we assume θfutile = 0.2, θeff = 0.4, θ
LRV

= 0.2, and θ
CMV

= 0.3. Scenario 1

represents the case in which the treatment is not effective. The BOP2 design yields 7.4%

FGR and the BOP2-DC designs yield around 4% FGR. The FGR of all three designs is

lower than the nominal value due to the discrete nature of the binary endpoint. The minN

design has the smallest average sample size when treatment is not effective compared to

the other two designs. Scenario 2 represents the case that the drug does not achieve the

minimal clinically meaningful effect. Both optimal and minN designs yield around 30% FGR

compared to 39.7% in the BOP2 design, and the probability to make a “consider” decision

in the optimal and minN designs is 34.0% and 22.9%, respectively. This gives researchers

the flexibility to incorporate other clinical considerations when the treatment effect is close

to the minimal clinically meaningful value. Scenario 3 represents the case that the drug has
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an effective treatment effect. The optimal and minN design respectively have CGR at 85.9%

and 82.7%, and FNGR at 3.6% and 9.7%, while the BOP2 design has CGR at 88.6% and

FNGR at 11.4%. Although CGR in the BOP2-DC designs are slightly lower than that in

BOP2, FNGR is much lower in the BOP2-DC designs, which means that if a treatment is

effective, the BOP2-DC designs would have lower probability to (incorrectly) claim it futile.

In scenarios 4-6, we assume θfutile = 0, θeff = 0.2 for a single continuous endpoint, with

θ
LRV

= 0 and θ
CMV

= 0.1. Scenario 4 represents the case that treatment is ineffective. The

BOP2 design yields 9.5% FGR, while both the optimal and minN designs control FGR under

5%. Scenario 5 represents the case that treatment does not achieve the minimal clinically

meaningful effect. Both the optimal and minN designs yield lower FGR (25.1% and 23.6%,

respectively) compared to 37.6% in BOP2, and a high probability (35.1% and 31.7%) to

make a consider decision. Scenario 6 represents the case that treatment is effective. Similar

to the results in Scenario 3, CGR of the optimal and minN designs are lower than that of

BOP2, but FNGR is also much lower in the BOP2-DC designs.

In scenarios 7-9, the endpoint is the time to event (e.g., PFS). We assume θfutile = 6

months, θeff = 10 months for the median PFS, with θLRV = 6 months and θCMV = 8 months.

We assume that the accrual rate is 1 month and the follow-up time after the last patient is 12

months. Scenarios 7-9 represent the cases that patients after having received treatment, have

different levels of median survival time from the lowest to the highest. Simulation results are

similar to these in scenarios 1-6. BOP2 controls FGR at 10%, and the optimal and minN

designs control FGR at 5% in Scenario 7. In Scenario 8, the optimal and minN designs yield

high FCR at 27.7% and 17.5%. In Scenario 9, all three designs yield comparable CGR, while

the optimal and minN designs each have a much lower FNGR than BOP2.

Table 2 shows the operating characteristics for multiple endpoints in single-arm trials.

We use θ
(i)
futile and θ

(i)
eff , i = 1, 2 to denote the futile treatment effect and effective treatment

effect for two endpoints, and use θ(i)
LRV

and θ(i)
CMV

, i = 1, 2 to represent the lower reference value
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and clinically meaningful value for two endpoints. We assume θ
(1)
futile = 0.15, θ

(1)
eff = 0.25,

θ
(1)
LRV = 0.15 and θ

(1)
CMV = 0.2 for the first endpoint, and θ

(2)
futile = 0.2, θ

(2)
eff = 0.4, θ

(2)
LRV = 0.2,

and θ
(2)
CMV = 0.3 for the second endpoint. In Scenario 1, BOP2 controls FGR at 10% and

the optimal and minN designs control FGR at 5%. All three designs yield correct no-go

rates around 90% when treatment is ineffective. In Scenario 2, the drug is not sufficiently

effective, and BOP2-DC have a smaller FGR and comparable correct no-go rate, compared

to BOP2. In Scenario 3 and 4, the treatment is effective. The proposed optimal design has a

slightly lower CGR compared to BOP2, but the overall operating characteristics are similar

to BOP2 between the two designs. The minN design is the most conservative among the

three designs, as it has a much lower go decision rate and average sample size in all scenarios.

Table 3 shows the operating characteristics for efficacy and toxicity endpoints in a single-

arm trial. Both efficacy and toxicity endpoints are binary. For the efficacy endpoint,

we assume θfutile = 0.3, θeff = 0.5. For the toxicity endpoint, we assume θtoxic = 0.2,

θsafe = 0.1, where θtoxic is the toxicity rate regarded as unacceptable, and θsafe is the toxic-

ity rate regarded as safe. We use (θ
LRV,EFF

, θ
LRV,TOX

) = (0.3, 0.2) and (θ
CMV,EFF

, θ
CMV,TOX

) =

(0.45, 0.15) to represent the lower reference value and clinically meaningful value for efficacy

and toxicity endpoints. In Scenario 1, when treatment is futile and toxic, BOP2 controls

FGR at 10% and the optimal and minN designs control FGR at 5%. In Scenario 2, when the

treatment is ineffective and safe, the optimal and minN designs have smaller FGR (25.3%

and 22.7%) and comparable correct no-go rate (40.1% and 52.6%) compared to 43.6% FGR

and 56.4% correct no-go rate in BOP2. In Scenario 3, when treatment is effective and safe,

the proposed optimal and minN designs have comparable CGR (90.8% and 86.4%) and lower

FNGR (4.2% and 10.0%), compared to 88.7% CGR and 11.3% FNGR in the BOP2 design.
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3.2 Randomized trials

We also evaluated the operating characteristics of the BOP2-DC designs with randomized

controlled trials using simulations. We performed 2000 simulated trials with different sce-

narios. We assumed the maximum sample size in simulated trials was equal to N = 75,

and performed three interim analyses when sample size reaches 30, 45 and 60 for a single

binary endpoint. Within each interim analysis and final analysis, we assume that patients

are assigned into the experimental arm and the control arm with a ratio of 2:1. While the

assignment ratio would not necessarily be 2:1 in the proposed design, it could be chosen

by the need of clinicians. Similar to single arm trial designs, the optimization algorithms

calibrate the threshold parameters λ
LRV

, λ
CMV

, γ
LRV

, and γ
CMV

while controlling FGR at

5%, FNGR at 30%, and FCR smaller than 20%.

Table 4 shows the operating characteristics for a binary endpoint (e.g., response rate) in

a randomized trial. We assume the response rate of the control arm is 0.2, i.e., θC = 0.2, and

the experimental arm is considered as futile when θE = 0.2 and effective when θE = 0.4. We

set θLRV = 0 and θCMV = 0.2. In Scenario 1, when treatment is futile, BOP2-DC designs

control FGR at 5% and BOP2 controls FGR at 10%. In Scenario 2, the treatment in the

experimental arm is not sufficiently effective compared to the control arm, the optimal and

minN designs each have a smaller FGR and smaller correct no-go rate compared to BOP2.

In Scenario 3, when the experimental arm is effective. The optimal design has a slightly

smaller CGR and FNGR compared to BOP2. Table S1-S4 in Supplementary Materials show

the operating characteristics for a single continuous endpoint, single time-to-event endpoint,

multiple endpoints and efficacy and toxicity endpoints in a randomized trial, respectively.

The results are generally similar to those above. That is, the optimal and minN designs

control FGR and FNGR at desirable levels when treatment is either effective or ineffective,

and they yield a high FCR when treatment is not sufficiently effective. That provides re-

searchers the flexibility to make further decision by accounting for other data information
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(e.g., secondary endpoints).

4 Discussion

We have proposed the BOP2-DC designs to incorporate statistical significance and clinical

relevance into decision makings for phase II trials. By employing the Bayesian framework,

BOP2-DC is highly flexible and accommodates various types of endpoints, including binary,

continuous, time-to-event, multiple, and co-primary endpoints, for both single and two-

arm trials. BOP2-DC is efficient as it maximizes the probability of a go decision when

the treatment is effective, or it minimizes the average sample size when the treatment is

ineffective. Simulation shows that BOP2-DC has desirable operating characteristics.

Depending on the application, BOP2-DC can be modified to better fit trial objectives.

For example, BOP2-DC controls FGR, FNGR and FCR, and it optimizes the probability of

a go decision when the treatment is effective. In some cases, clinicians may be interested

in controlling FGR+FCR (the probability of not making a go decision when treatment is

futile) or FNGR+FCR (the probability of not making a no-go decision when treatment is

effective). This can be done by modifying the optimization algorithm of BOP2-DC. Another

extension of BOP2-DC is to extend it to basket trials. The basic idea of BOP2-DC is readily

applicable, but a new modeling strategy should be employed to estimate the treatment effect

of each arm, with the potential to borrow information across the arms, e.g., using Bayesian

hierarchical model (Thall et al., 2003; Berry et al., 2013, Chu and Yuan, 2018) or more

efficient clustered Bayesian hierarchical model (Jiang et al., 2021).
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Figure 1: Decision rule for multiple endpoints

Figure 2: Decision rule for co-primary endpoints (e.g. toxicity and efficacy)
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Table 1: Go rate, no-go rate, consider rate and average sample size for the proposed sin-
gle arm BOP2-DC designs (optimal and minN) and the BOP2 design for a single binary
endpoint, continuous endpoint and time-to-event endpoint.

Sc. Design θ
LRV

θ
CMV

θtrue Go rate
(%)

No-Go
rate (%)

Consider
rate (%)

Average
sample size

Binary endpoint: θfutile = 0.2, θeff = 0.4

1∗ BOP2 0.2 0.3 0.2 7.4 92.6 0 23.2
optimal 0.2 0.3 0.2 4.3 77.6 18.1 28.3
minN 0.2 0.3 0.2 3.7 84.4 11.9 21.5

2 BOP2 0.2 0.3 0.28 39.7 60.3 0 31.5
optimal 0.2 0.3 0.28 30.5 35.5 34.0 35.3
minN 0.2 0.3 0.28 28.0 49.1 22.9 29.9

3† BOP2 0.2 0.3 0.4 88.6 11.4 0 38.2
optimal 0.2 0.3 0.4 85.9 3.6 10.5 39.4
minN 0.2 0.3 0.4 82.7 9.7 7.6 37.8

Continuous endpoint: θfutile = 0, θeff = 0.2

4∗ BOP2 0 0.1 0 9.5 90.5 0 26.0
optimal 0 0.1 0 4.9 76.5 18.6 27.7
minN 0 0.1 0 4.5 77.7 17.9 22.7

5 BOP2 0 0.1 0.08 37.6 62.4 0 33.1
optimal 0 0.1 0.08 25.1 39.8 35.1 34.4
minN 0 0.1 0.08 23.6 44.7 31.7 30.2

6† BOP2 0 0.1 0.2 87.9 12.1 0.0 38.9
optimal 0 0.1 0.2 80.0 4.9 15.1 39.2
minN 0 0.1 0.2 77.0 10.0 13.0 37.4

Time-to-event endpoint: θfutile = 6, θeff = 10

7∗ BOP2 6 8 6 9.9 90.1 0 22.5
optimal 6 8 6 5.0 80.5 14.5 28.6
minN 6 8 6 4.6 87.8 7.6 24.8

8 BOP2 6 8 7.5 45.5 54.5 0 29.9
optimal 6 8 7.5 37.8 34.5 27.7 35.2
minN 6 8 7.5 35.0 47.5 17.5 32.2

9† BOP2 6 8 10 84.7 15.3 0 36.2
optimal 6 8 10 90.0 5.3 4.7 38.9
minN 6 8 10 86.7 10.0 3.3 37.8

* Treatment is futile (null hypothesis)
† Treatment is effective (alternative hypothesis)
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Table 2: Go rate, no-go rate, consider rate and average sample size for the proposed single
arm BOP2-DC designs (optimal and minN) and the BOP2 design for multiple endpoints.

θ
(1)
futile = 0.15, θ

(2)
futile = 0.2, θ

(1)
eff = 0.25, θ

(2)
eff = 0.4.

Sc. Design θ
LRV

θ
CMV

θtrue Go rate
(%)

No-Go
rate (%)

Consider
rate (%)

Average
sample size

1∗ BOP2 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.2 8.9 91.1 0.0 25.8
optimal 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.2 4.8 88.4 6.8 22.0
minN 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.2 3.3 91.9 4.8 17.3

2 BOP2 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.18, 0.25 25.6 74.4 0.0 30.5
optimal 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.18, 0.25 18.7 72.6 8.7 26.4
minN 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.18, 0.25 14.4 80.0 5.5 21.2

3 BOP2 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.4 83.2 16.8 0.0 38.0
optimal 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.4 75.1 24.2 0.7 35.2
minN 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.15, 0.4 66.7 33.0 0.3 32.6

4† BOP2 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.25, 0.4 92.3 7.7 0.0 39.3
optimal 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.25, 0.4 89.0 9.8 1.2 38.2
minN 0.15, 0.2 0.2, 0.3 0.25, 0.4 81.2 18.1 0.7 35.9

* Treatment is futile (null hypothesis)
† Treatment is effective (alternative hypothesis)

Table 3: Go rate, no-go rate, consider rate and average sample size for the proposed single arm
BOP2-DC designs (optimal and minN) and the BOP2 design for efficacy and toxicity endpoints.
For efficacy endpoint, we assume θfutile = 0.3, θeff = 0.5. For toxicity endpoint, we assume
θtoxic = 0.2, θsafe = 0.1.

Sc. Design θ
LRV

θ
CMV

θtrue Go rate
(%)

No-Go
rate (%)

Consider
rate (%)

Average
sample size

1∗ BOP2 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.3, 0.2 9.6 90.4 0 22.9
optimal 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.3, 0.2 4.7 78.5 16.8 27.7
minN 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.3, 0.2 4.3 84.2 11.5 21.7

2 BOP2 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.35, 0.1 43.6 56.4 0 31.3
optimal 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.35, 0.1 25.3 40.1 34.6 34.5
minN 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.35, 0.1 22.7 52.6 24.7 28.8

3† BOP2 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.5, 0.1 88.7 11.3 0 38.0
optimal 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.5, 0.1 90.8 4.2 5.0 39.3
minN 0.3, 0.2 0.4, 0.15 0.5, 0.1 86.4 10.0 3.6 37.6

* Treatment is futile and toxic (null hypothesis)
† Treatment is effective and safe (alternative hypothesis)
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Table 4: Go rate, no-go rate, consider rate and average sample size for the proposed two-arm
BOP2-DC designs (optimal and minN) and the BOP2 design for a single binary endpoint. Ex-
perimental treatment is considered as futile when θE = θC = 0.2 and experimental treatment is
considered as effective when θE = 0.4.

Sc. Design θLRV θCMV θtrue,C θtrue,E Go rate
(%)

No-Go
rate (%)

Consider
rate (%)

Average
sample size

1∗ BOP2 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 9.4 90.6 0 49.1
optimal 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 4.7 81.4 13.9 51.3
minN 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 4.9 83.4 11.7 40.0

2 BOP2 0 0.2 0.2 0.28 27.3 72.7 0 55.4
optimal 0 0.2 0.2 0.28 19.2 58.7 22.2 56.3
minN 0 0.2 0.2 0.28 18.7 62.7 18.6 43.7

3† BOP2 0 0.2 0.2 0.4 65.2 34.8 0 56.6
optimal 0 0.2 0.2 0.4 61.4 21.7 16.9 53.1
minN 0 0.2 0.2 0.4 56.5 29.8 13.7 44.0

* Experimental arm is futile (null hypothesis)
† Experimental arm is effective (alternative hypothesis)
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